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**DATA SOURCE**
(100m Line, 20m for Bay, 20m or width of the creek whichever is less along tidal influenced water bodies)

**ICRZ LINES & BOUNDARY**
- 50m ICRZ Line - NDZ
- 20m ICRZ Line - NDZ for Eco-Tourism Activities
- ICRZ Boundary

**ICRZ CATEGORY**
- ICRZ - I
  - Turtle Nesting Grounds - ICRZ IA
- ICRZ - IA
  - 20m Mangrove Buffer Zone - ICRZ IA
- ICRZ - IB
- ICRZ - IV
  - ICRZ - IVA
  - ICRZ - IVB
- ICRZ - III
  - No Development Zone - ICRZ III
  - 50m to 100m from HTL - ICRZ III

**AVAILABILITY**
- Draft Island Coastal Regulation Zone Plan
- Little Andaman Island
- Union Territory of Andaman & Nicobar

**ABBREVIATIONS**
- ICRZ: Island Coastal Regulation Zone
- NDZ: No Development Zone
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**Prepared for**
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ABBREVIATIONS
ICRZ    : Island Coastal Regulation Zone
NDZ    : No Development Zone

I) National Center for Sustainable Coastal Management
1) HTL, LTL;  2) ICRZ Lines;  3) ICRZ  Categories;
4) Infrastructure facilities such as Road, Lighthouse,
e etc.

II) Union Territory of Andaman and Nicobar Administration
1) Administrative Boundaries;  2) Tribal Reserve Boundaries, etc

DATA SOURCE
(100m Line, 20m for Bay, 20 m or width of the creek 
whichever is less along the tidal influenced water bodies)
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ICRZ LINES & BOUNDARY
- 50m ICRZ Line - NDZ
- 20m ICRZ Line - NDZ for Eco-Tourism Activities

ICRZ CATEGORY
ICRZ - I
Turtle Nesting Grounds - ICRZ IA
ICRZ - IA
20m Mangrove Buffer Zone - ICRZ IA
ICRZ - IB
ICRZ - IV
ICRZ - IVA
ICRZ - IVB
ICRZ - III
No Development Zone - ICRZ III
50m to 100m from HTL - ICRZ III
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